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FALCON COMEBACK DOWNS MICHIGAN
Five-run sixth pushes Falcons past last year's Big Ten Champions;
Brian Koelling's three-run HR sparks rally in home opener

...seeSports p.7
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Lithuanians protest
BRIEFLYr Soviet 'aggression'
CAMPUS

USG positions open:
5 tudents wishing to take a seat
vn me Undergraduate Student
Government cabinet next fall can ni )W
sick up applications in 405 Student
Services and they are due April 6.

STATE
< DSU dorm ignited student s
1 were cleared from a high-rise

lormitory Tuesday at Ohio State

1 Jniversity when fire broke out in an

■ighth-floor room, according to fire
tmcials.
Columbus Fire Capt. Ron Cast sai d
.here were no reports of injuries anc
.hat the fire at Park Hall was brougl it
1 jnder control 10 minutes after
1 iref ighters arrived.
The cause of the blaze hasn't been
determined, and a damage estimate
wasn't immediately available, Cast
said.

by Ann Imse
Associated Press writer

VILNIUS, U.S.S.R. — Lithuania's leaders on Tuesday angrily accused Moscow
of "inexcusable aggression" and of kidnapping its citizens after Soviet troops
stormed two hospitals in a harsh roundup of army deserters.
Later, the Kremlin ordered all foreigners to leave the republic, which declared
independence March 11. Soviet troops occupied a fifth Communist Party building
in Vilnius, the capital.
Washington and other foreign governments urged restraint but avoided attacking Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev, who faces growing independence
movements in several republics as he tries to institute reform.
The Bush administration, in declining to denounce Moscow, said it did not want
to "inflame the situation."
Soviet officials defended their actions and condemned the Lithuanians' aspirations as dangerous.
"Even Vice President Quayle admitted the other day there should be some discipline in the army," Sergei Chetverikov, minister-counselor at the Soviet Embassy, said at a news conference In Washington.

The legislation, which is opposed fc y
t he Bush administration, would also
r equire that asbestos, infectious
V paste and other health-threatening
i terns be shipped only in vehicles
d esignated tor that purpose.

Senate modified a recommendation
made by Professor Ronald Stoner into
separate resolutions establishing a
method of evaluating the president if
approved by the Board of Trustees.
The senate then became one committee to address perceptions about Olscamp's leadership, academic freedom.

louse of Representatives
< iverwhelmingly passed legislation
ruesday to prevent trucks used to
1 hip food from hauling garbage on tl le
i ■eturntrip.

The vote was 410-15 to send the
roposal to the Senate, where simila r
ills are pending.

The bill's prime target is
backhauling," the practice of using
b •ucks that carry food cross-country
t( > carry municipal garbage on the
ti ip home.
1 radioactive
r eactlon: Riga Township, Mich
r esidents critical of a proposed
1 >w-level radioactive waste dump pu t
tl Mir money where their mouths wer t
b y raising property taxes to wage
U ■gal war on the facility.
About 60 percent of the registered
/oters in the Lena wee County
turned out Monday to
. ipprove the two-year, 4-rnil tax boos it
1 >y 419-76. The money is earmarked
r1 or legal costs incurred by Riga
rownship's status as the leading site
f or a radioactive waste facility to
tore waste from Michigan, Ohio,
I ndiana, Missouri, Iowa, Wisconsin
ind Minnesota.
i •ommunity

WORLD
1 iiffel auction: A piece of

f 'rench history goes up for bid April
nth the auction of the last three
t vailable sections of the Eiffel
1 'ower's original spiral staircase.
The sale is to take place in Toyko a t
t he Hotel Okura and will be
t ransmitted by satellite to bidders at
t he Eiffel Tower.
The staircase, which linked the
a econd and third stories of the famed
s ymbol of Paris, was inaugurated
iarch 31.1889.

HISTORY
( On this date: in 1954,
1 members of Sigma Nu fraternity,
I iinging "Old Man Noah" and "The
White Star of Sigma Nu," won first
in the Interf raternity Sing,
1 ilace
fheta Chi, winners of the three
jrevious sings, placed second, and
! ?igma Phi Epsilon finished third in
i he field of five.
Compiled from local and AP
wire reports
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New proposals replace
'confidence' of senate

Backhaul law passed: it e

NATION

High 50
Low 35"

rx

D See Soviet, page 3.

Members of Faculty Senate have replaced the "no confidence" proposal
with a new recommendation for the
evaluating the University president.
The Jan. 16 proposal by Faculty Senate leaders seeking a vote of confidence
— or no confidence — in University
President Paul Olscamp was replaced
Tuesday with two other proposals.

I

Weather

tree expression and shared governance.
Passage of these resolutions came
after a special session of the Faculty
Senate and a report concerning the
need for a child care/development facility.
Another highlight of the session was
a 15-page report presented by AnnMarie Lancaster and Blaine Ritts concerning the solicitation policy, the
"gag" rule, distribution of merit,
health care insurance program and
staffing.
Olscamp was given a chance for rebuttal following the presentation and
the committee then discussed the information.
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BG Newt/ Jay Murdock

Bump

Taking advantage of the sunny weather, freshman Bob Sadowy spikes the ball
at his opponent during a volleyball game outside Conklin Hall Tuesday.

Youth drug traffic rising locally
The actual number of drug dealers in Toledo
schools is unavailable because most deals take place
off school property, according to Ken Newberry, director for Toledo City Schools student assistance
TOLEDO — Juvenile narcotics dealers constitute a program.
"when kids come to school high, they usually obproblem throughout the nation, including this city —
where the number of juvenile drug-related convic- tain the alcohol or drugs on non-school property," he
said.
tions has increased by 53 percent in the past year.
The increase marks a steady number of rising juvenile trafficking and possession convictions in the "It really is easy money. The
past several years, according to Denise Cubbon, as- kids think 'Why would I work at
sistant prosecutor tor Lucas County.
"In 1984, there was a sting in Toledo City Schools McDonald's when I can do
where the police went undercover to get the
this?,,,
dealers," Cubbon said.
Following the sting, 155 youths were convicted — -Jennifer Bainbridge, Assistant
all of which involved LSD or marijuana, Cubbon
Prosecutor for Lucas County
said. However, the major narcotic now appearing is
crack cocaine.
No actual statistics are available for individual
"Then, we really did not see any kids with possession or trafficking of cocaine, now 90 to 95 percent of schools either and Cubbon said juveniles from every
Toledo
school have appeared in court.
convictions are for crack cocaine," she said.
Toledo schools have special programs aimed
During 1989, there were 208 drug offense convictions which included 57 counts of trafficking and 139 toward drug prevention and indirect drug selling,
for possession for males. Females only had nine pos- Newberry said.
"The best guess is most users become dealers so
session and two trafficking charges.
"The problem is definitely becoming bigger," the programs are more geared toward to the prevention aspect," she said.
Cubbon said.
by Michelle Banks
staff writer

More intense programs are in effect at the juniorhigh level to nip the problem in the bud.
"By the time they get to senior high they are all
ready involved in gangs and it Is almost too late,"
Newberry said.
If a student is caught with narcotics or selling narcotics, a several step disiciplinary procedure would
take effect immediately.
"First, a police report would be filed then expulsion would occur," Newberry said. "Following those
procedures, a hearing would be held to see what type
of treatment would best help the student"
When juveniles are charged with possession or
trafficking, a six month sentence in a juvenile prision
usually is automatic, said Set Derick Diggs, of the
Toledo vice metro drug division.
"They are really starting to crack down on the kids
in the past year," ne said.
Diggs sees the number of juvenile narcotic dealers
as notbecoming worse, but at a stalemate.
"It is really not as rampant in the schools as some
might believe," he said. "We are really tightening
down."
However. Cubbon disagrees.
"A lot of times people think we exaggerate the
problem merely for scare tactics, but the facts speak
D See Drag, page 4.

Landlords New BG bar opening soon
Of NY CIU D

Monday night premier slated for Downtown Athletic Club and Deli

under fire

by Wynne Everett
dry writer

by Rayner Pike
Associated Press writer

NEW YORK — Prosecutors on Tuesday investigated the tangled ownership
of the Happy Land Social Club to
determine whether the landlords, including actress Kathleen Turner's husband, share responsibility in the fiery
deaths of 87 people.
The district attorney's office also
said a grand jury had begun hearing
evidence against Julio Gonzalez, a
36-year-old Cuban emigre who reportedly confessed to setting the fire at the
illegal discotheque early Sunday.
"We'll have a made case even if he
backs out of the confession," said Edward McCarthy, spokesman for the
Bronx prosecutor's office.
Gonzalez allegedly bought 11 worth
of gasoline and ignited it in the doorway to the two-story unlicensed club
D See Fire, page 6.

The new addlUon to the Downtown Athletic Club & Dell,
BG News/Brock Visnich
located on the site of a former Chinese restaurant, will open for business Monday.

A new sports bar and deli will celebrate its grand opening downtown
Monday night, coinciding with the
NCAA final four games.
The Downtown Athletic Club and
Deli, 162 N. Main St., is Jeff Hobbie's
effort to please post-game par-tiers
looking for a place to celebrate Falcon
victory or drown the sorrows of defeat.
The extension, which occupies a formerly vacant room adjacent to Hobbie's bar Downtown, is decorated in a
sports motif and has a pair of 10-foot
television screens as well as five other
25-inch screens for viewing televised
sports.
Hobbie spent three months and
$100,000 renovating the bar that has
served as a storage space since its
former occupant, a Chinese restaurant
folded 10 years ago.
"We spent a lot of time restoring the
building to its original state," Hobbie
D See Bar, page 3.
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Census Day is
valuable for all
X t is 1990 — stand up and be counted.
April 1 is Census Day. The Census Bureau
has come out in full force in order to attempt to successfully count the masses. Every citizen contributes approximately $1 of their tax money each
year to help pay for the $2.5 billion project.
Is it worth spending all of this money just to calculate a "number" for next year's social studies
books? Yes, it is.
By filling out your form and sending it in, you will
not only speed up a government function, but give
yourself some power in allocating funds — funds
students need desperately.
For many students, Bowling Green is a "temporary" home away from home. Off-campus students
who will receive or have already received their
census forms should make sure they complete them
because the forms determine not only population,
but an American's quality of life or lack of it.
An attempt is finally being made to count those
citizens whose voices have been muffled by the
sound of the street — the homeless.
Homeless people may not have addresses, but
they do have the right to be counted and given the
same government benefits as those who live on
Park Avenue.
Fill out your census forms. You won't be just a
number, you'll be one more voice contributing to
the chorus of change.

Asbestos worry
very overrated
ina new and persuasive report in the ma£
azine Science, a group of American and FrenciT
researchers make it clearer than ever that when it
comes to asbestos in schools and other public buildings, the cure can often be worse than the disease.
They point out, among other things, that in
schools where asbestos-containing material is not
damaged, the danger of asbestos-related disease is
several thousand times lower than the danger from
aircraft accidents, high school football, drowning,
home accidents or long-term smoking. They also
said while one type of asbestos is frequently associated with lung disease in miners and asbestos
workers, the type most commonly used in the
United States sheds a fiber of a different shape
that's more easily repelled by the lungs...
But there's not much question that across the
country, attempts to remedy the problem, often at
enormous cosLstill pose more dangers than the asbestos itself. The levels of airborne asbestos in
buildings, even with damaged asbestos-contair
material, said the authors of the report, are maL
tudes lower than concentrations in the unregula
workplace of the past and about 1 percent of the
permissible exposure in the U.S. workplace.
"Prevention of tobacco smoking, the prinicipal
cause of lung cancer," they conclude, ''is both a
more promising and rational approach to eliminating! ung tumors than asbestos abatement."
Reprinted courtesy of the Athens Messenger
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Vacation warrants vacation
I'm still trying to get the sand
out of my shoes. After nearly a
two week trek to the southernmost point of the continental
United States — Key West, I'm
in need of a vacation. Don't misunderstand me. My faithful yet
exasperated companion and I
spent most of the two weeks inside the thin shell of a Japanese
made automobile, dodging redneck truckers and Winnebagoes
full of wooly frat-rats. We spent
two and a naif days on that fabled archipelago that makes up
the Florida Keys. Two and a half
days in Ernest Hemingway
land. Two and a half days in
paradise. Yeah.
Last semester I did a project
on Ernest Hemingway for a
writing class. I poured through
books and distilled from their
texts that Hemingway was very
much influenced by the places
he inhabited. Hemingway first
became popular for his first
major novel, A Farewell To
Arms, a love story set in Europe
during the first world war. He
lived In Paris at the time. The
story is shaded with the colors of
cold water flats and the ennui of
the lost generation that flooded
the post war streets of the city of
lights. They drank in Paris's
cafes and reflected upon the
"War to end all wars" that had
rendered their lives into shattered pieces. Hemingway went
to Pans to drink from the fountains of inspiration that flowed
from a small group of writers,
most notably Ezra Pound, who
transformed words into images
that could be touched, could be
tasted, could be made love to.
After cashing in on the success
of this first novel Hemingway
remarried and moved to Key
West, where his new father-inlaw had bought him a house.
Hence the legendary Heming-

Woman wrongly criticized
To the Editor:
In a recent letter to the editor,
an undergraduate male
criticized a woman's concern
about bis fraternity's time capsule which contained a quote by
the Marquis de Sade stating
"Sex without fear and pain is
like food without taste." The
young man stated that he wrote
this after a few beers to be
"clever." He criticized the
woman for taking things too
"seriously."
This young man's letter soun-

Green Harvest

'■

way became the symbolic old
man of the sea.
Since I am a student and my
funds are limited, I decided I
could not travel to Paris and
drink from the slippers of culture. The next best thing was to
travel to the famous Florida Key
where Hemingway drank like a
fish and walked around under
the bright domed sky of the Gulf
of Mexico contemplating manly
things.

Word Up
by
Chuck
Travis
columnist
I had been there briefly last
year. A friend of mine who resided in Fort Lauderdale and I
had taken a midnight sojourn
down highway A1A. Down the
moon silverea road that straddled the islands of the keys. We
arrived at Key West at one in the
morning. It was a deserted ghost
town, the wind from the gulf
whistling up lonely Duvall
Street. The empty open air bars
illuminated by single electric
bulbs. I sort of liked the atmosphere. It had a serene solitude
about it. A perfect place for
writers to delve into the insane
magic that flickers like heat
lightining across our brains.
My friend did not share the
same sentiment. For him it was
Spring Break. Time for babes

ded very much like the messages women have been told for
years when they have protested
against rape and violence by
men. "He was only drunk.
"She shouldn't take it so seriously." "She shouldn't have gotten
so upset." "He didn't mean anything by it." However, one-third
of college women have reported
experiencing acquaintance rape
and up to one-fourth of collegeaged men admit to attempting
sexual intercourse with a
woman using force. Alcohol use
and abuse is relevent in an
overwhelming majority of acquaitance rape situations.
By defending his actions as

and brewskis. I must confess
that at the time, my attention
was diluted by his sentiment So
we got back into our car and
drove away from the point
where Federal Highway meets
the sea. Where Havana, Cuba is
closer than the United States
mainland and the music from
Cuban cantinas can be imagined
on the soft gulf breezes. As we
drove toward Daytona, the
poignancy of the Keys remained. And I resolved to return
to make a writer's pilgrimage.
So my faithful yet exasperated
companion and I undertook the
28 hour odyssey to the spiritual
home of my beloved Hemingway. And I found out why Hemingway moved to a mud hill in
Idaho.
Key West once was a windswept spit of sand hanging forlornly out of reach of the southern tip of Florida. That changed
in 1938 when it was connected to
the mainland by the steel girders of a highway bridge.
With the connection came an
infusion of people. The sleepy
island whose main industry had
been afforded from the packed
nets of fisherman now had to
contend with the tourist trade.
The Victorian charm of the
island's architect was transformed into Main Street U.S.A.,
much like Disneyworld's.
So my faithful yet exasperated
companion and I found ourselves last Tuesday afternoon in
the breezy atmosphere of Sloppy
Joe* Bar, which advertises itself
with a great bearded Orwellian
visage of Hemingway. Surrounded by tables of frat-rats swigging cases of Rolling Rock, revelling in the manliness of the
place created by the Hemingway myth. Long-haired beauties

due, at least in part, to his use of
alcohol and belief that a woman
should not speak up when
offended or threatened, this
young man displayed the very
behaviors and beliefs which contribute to this problem of sexual
coercion and acquaintance rape
across campuses nationwide.
This situation is disturbing
because it typifies the problem
of violence and rape against
women on college campuses.
Indeed, many fraternities nationwide are recognizing their
responsibility in educating their
members about sexual assault
because of the alarming problem of acquaintance and gang

tanned the golden color of the
sea and sand wore Sloppy Joe
t-shirts with the face of Old Hemingway. An old brass bell
swung in wild circles above our
heads every time the bartenders
were tipped a dollar.
I had to wonder, as my mind
limbered and relaxed under the
sweet endearments of a |4.50
margarita, if any of these people
had read Hemingway, or knew
who he was. The place was a
Disneyland of virility and aloofness. Everybody, (including
myself) had Ray Ban sunglasses. We sat and drank our drinks
and suffered the breeze and
pondered the mystery of sky and
sea and beheld the pearls of desire and death.
As night spread her gentle
arms over the horizon ana held
the ball of blood colored sun to
her bosom the sea, my faithful
ret exasperated companion and
walked through the people
choked streets of Key West. The
heady festival atmosphere
echoed through the footfalls and
the sea calledto the island.
There was a time when the
island was like a sleepy lover to
the gulf stream. The residue of
greatness seems to linger long
after the spark of greatness has
been extinguished. Key West
will always exist in my mind not
has I found it last week, but as a
memory created from my gathered impressions of Hemingway. His prose was as solid as
the island, but his myth is as
elusive as the gulf streams that
swirl around the key, resplendent with dolphins that dance in
pools of moonlight dappled wave
crests.
Chuck Travis is a columnist
for The News.

rapes which occur in fraternities. It is clear we have much
further to go in educating both
men and women about the attitudes and behaviors which contribute to the problem of rape.
Women need to learn to identify dangerous attitudes and situations. They need to reject the
message that they have no right
to their feelings when somehow
they know they should be alarmed. I applaud the woman for
recognizing and speaking up
when she was uncomfortable,
and for drawing attention to a
serious problem.
Linda Busch, M.A. Psychology

by Vlllamor M. Cruz
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Campus Life
Texas internships offered
by Tarn Rain ton
staff writer

Amnesty chapter
has local support

Amnesty International is
offering summer internships for
college students willing to help
Central American refugees in
Texas' Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Students will work with refuSees who are being persecuted
y their governments, and
whose lives would be at risk if
they were returned to their
home countries, said Ruth Barrett, refugee field organizer for
Amnesty International USA.
"If these people were forcibly
returned to their own countries,
they would face torture and execution," Barrett said.
She gave an example of a
social worker working for
higher labor wages in Guatemala.
"He's receiving threatening
notices. One night he was captured, tortured, and released."
Barrett said. ''He knows if he
goes back to his country now
he'll be killed."
Student interns will work on
behalf of Amnesty International, but under the direct supervision of refugee organizations
already established in the Lower
Rio Grande Valley area, Barrett
said.
Students will help attorneys
6ain the information they need
) acquire political asylum for

bp Tara A. Ralnson
staff writer

Amnesty International's purpose is to free political prisoners
and prisoners of conscience throughout the world, according to
Craig Hergert, faculty adviser for the University's Amnesty
chapter.
Prisoners of conscience are people imprisoned for speaking
non-violently about their political beliefs, said Hergert, also an
English instructor.
Amnesty International also assists refugees from anywhere
in the world who have come to the United States seeking political asylum, said Ruth Barrett, refugee field coordinator for
Amnesty International/USA.
The University's chapter seeks to help political prisoners by
writing letters and by sometimes petitioning for particular individuals, Hergert said. These petitions are Known as "urgent
action," he said.
The primary goals of the chapter are to promote human
rights and to create awareness of human rights abuse, said
junior interior design major Sarah Stewart, local president.
People in some countries are being tortured because of their
political beliefs, Stewart said.
The group writes letters to people who may have power and
influence in the release of political prisoners, Stewart said. For
example, the group might write to key government figures in
countries holding political prisoners, or to U.S. embassies, she
said.
The chapter meets at 7 p.m. Wednesdays and has about 30
members, Hergert said.

Amnesty International has offices throughout the United
States, and students will be encouraged to continue helping
refugees through those offices
when their summer internships
are completed, Barrett said.
"The problem doesn't end
when the summer does," she
said.

New crosswalks
offer more safety
by Heather Ferry
staff writer

Prompted by student complaints, city and University officials
have joined forces to attempt to provide safer crossings for pedestrians.
"Before Christmas Break, these concerns were brought to the attention of Undergraduate Student Government and then they were
immediately taken to the mayor," USG Senator Roger McCarthy
said.
Two sites were approved for new crosswalks, which will be added
as soon as the weather improves.
"We have approved the new crosswalks for one connecting South
College Drive and East Wooster Street and also one on Mercer
Road," said Police Chief Galen Ash, also the chairman for the Traffic Commission.
Other locations are being discussed, but as of now, nothing is being
done. Ash said.
"The University is going to maintain the current crosswalk which
turns north off of East Wooster and into staff parking Lot A," said
Jean Yarnell, director of parking and traffic.
"The University is also studying the possibility of including a
crosswalk on East Merry Street between the Psychology and Technology buildings," Yarnell said.
Ash predicted the new crosswalks will be completed by mid-to-late
spring all at one time, before students return in the fall.
Both Ash and McCarthy said safety definitely will be improved.
"Even though a pedestrian has the right of way, this wul be more
clear cut for crossing," Ash said.
"I think it is a valuable asset to help students, faculty, and residents of Bowling Green," McCarthy said.

Soviet

Bar
□ Continued from page 1.
said. "We found a picture of
the building when it was first
built at the turn of the century,
and we tried to bring the building back to its original style with
bricks and earth colors.
Hobbie demolished the false
ceiling in the bar and restored
the room's ornate, original tin
ceiling.
"It's really a beautiful ceiling," Hobbie said. "But
someone somewhere along the
way covered it up with that drop

A

the refugees, she said.
"They will be observing trials,
assisting paralegals and translating," Barrett explained.
Applicants must be at least 18
years old, and active in the organization. Spanish proficiency
is preferred, but not required.
The application deadline is April
1. The organization is looking for
students with backgrounds in
legal studies, international politics, international studies or
social work, Barrett said.
"We want people who can
handle the stress of hearing the
scary, yet true stories of the
horrible things these people
have lived through," Barrett
said.
Students will also have to be
able to deal with the frustration
of not being able to give all the
help they want to, she said, because "xhey can't save everyone."
Interns will live in apartments
Erovided by Amnesty Internaonal, but will be surrounded by
"almost Third World conditions," Barrett said.

March 28,1990
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ceiling."
The addition is accessible
from Downtown as well as a new
entrance on Court Street.
The deli will offer soups and
appetizers as well as sandwiches named for famous sports
figures including Julius Erving,
Jim McMahon and Ty Cobb.
Deli hours are 11 a.m. to 4
a.m. seven days a week. Anyone
is welcome in the addition 11
a.m. to 8 p.m. and 2 a.m. to 4
a.m. However, 8 p.m. to 2 a.m.,
admittance will be restricted to
those 21 and older.

A
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G Continued from page 1.
Quayle said Saturday the Soviets should not threaten Lithuania but added "if the Soviet
Union is applying disciplinary
measures to people in their own
military, that's a different situation."
In a furious letter to Gorbachev, Lithuania President Vytautas Landsbergis and Prime
Minister Kazimera Prunskiene
said their government "demands the return of its kidnapped citizens." They also urged

* M

negotiations with Moscow "in
neutral territory."
Both Landsbergis and Prunskiene said Gorbachev had refused their calls.
Soviet soldiers stormed two
hospitals before dawn Tuesday
and seized 23 Lithuanian deserters who had sought refuge, the
official Tass news agency said.
Lithuanian television said two
genuine mental patients were
accidentally seized but the soldiers let them go later.
Witnesses said some deserters
were beaten as they were taken

from a run-down psychiatric
hospital in Vilnius. A trail of
blood led down the steps and out
the front door of the hospital.
"They beat them with their
fists," said a duty nurse at the
hospital, where windows and
iron beds were broken.
Gorbachev has called Lithuania's independence declaration invalid and last week
ordered Lithuanians to turn in
their weapons and stop signing
up with a volunteer militia.
He had promised not to use

force unless lives were endangered in the Baltic republic,
which the Soviet Union forcibly
annexed along with Latvia and
Estonia in 1940. But military authorities had warned Lithuania
they would use force to capture
deserters if the men had not returned voluntarily by last Saturday.
In addition to storming the
hospitals, Soviet troops Tuesday
took over the Communist Party
headquarters in the center of
Vilnius.

REGISTER

A H A

To Win A Free Caribbean Cruise For Two

SORORITY FALL RUSH
INFORMATION NIGHT

INCLUDING MR FPiRE

Courtesy ol Cosiu Grume Lines ana uai-Genirai Marketing corporation

COSTA

MARCH 28th & 29th
9:15 p.m.
Town Suite University Union
All women interested in participating in
Fall Rush 90 are encouraged to attend

RE. MANAGEMENT

TONIGHT
rnB

Aon

AZ

KKT

352-9302
:><>:> L lough St.
Kpceive $25 Ott Anv New Lease With This Ad

STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES
AN ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR:
Low-income,
First generation, and
Physically handicapped and learning
disabled college students

"The Best in Live Rock-n-Roll"
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week
Wednesday
College ID
Night
tree admission
with valid I.D.
BUSCH BY
THE BUCKET

Thursday
Ladies' Night
no cover tor the
ladies

Friday and
Saturday
reduced
cover
before 9:00
p.m.

This Week: Axel Brice
Happy Hour Every Night from 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Byrnegate Plaza
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311

Sunday: The Return of
Blackfoot
Monday: In Concert Series:
Diamond Rex
Mannequin Laugh
Kalyxx

Services OFFERED by the program are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Individualized instruction
Tutorial assistance
Academic-skills assessment
Academic and Career advising
Financial aid advising

WHAT IS THE COST
OF THESE SERVICES?
The services are free to all
eligible student participants

WHOM SHOULD I CONTACT?
Mr, Aurelio'Sanchez, Jr., Coordinator,
Advising and Counseling
Student Support Services
Academic Enhancement
101 University Hall
(419) 372-2677

Typeset Resumes

$15.00
This is not a coupon.
This Is not a special oiler.
This Is the regular price
for a quality typeset resume
at UnlGraphlcs.

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like formats.
Resumes are typeset in two
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account
That's the special.

UniGraphics
211 West Hall 372-7418
■Pnce does not include uu Second gage SB 00
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Teen-ager deals drugs
Easy money lured Toledo youth to become 'pusher'
"It's come real close a couple of times, I still
have a scar where the bullet grazed my leg," he
said. "Now I stay away from there — it kind of
turned me off from dealing rock."
John appears to be a typical Ail-American However, John still makes a healthy profit sell15-year-old. He goes to high school in an East ing steroids.
Toledo suburb and attends church with his family
on Sunday.
For a four-month supply of steroids from his
contact, he pays $150. In return, he sells a oneBut there is one major difference — John deals month
supply to his customers for $125.
drugs.
"It's one hell of a profit," he said.
Two years ago, he skipped school with his
friends — the day he first became involved in deal- The money be makes from dealing usually is
ing.
spent on tapes and other items such as clothing.
"One day we skipped school and went over to a Also John said he goes out to eat "a lot"
friend's house. He picked up some rock (crack) Although he used to do drugs before he started
and said 'Want to make some money?' We said dealing, he quit after a bad trip.
sure, and it Just took off from there."
"I dropped some acid one time and it really
f—ed me up," he said. "I wanted to cut my arm off
John (not his real name) strictly deals steroids because I thought it was a snake."
John's believes his parents are becoming suspinow, but when he dealt crack, he found he could
cious about his activities.
make up to $1,000 weekly.
by Michelle Banks
staff writer

"When I'm going on a deal, I usually tell them
"Really the money is excellent," he said. " On
the days I skipped school, I could bring7. in about I'm going to the library to study," he said. "But
they are surprised by my grades when I get Ds."
$300, but there are a lot of risks involved.
If his parents knew they "would kick the s— out
Those risks included an incident at an East
Toledo housing project where he was shot while of me and put me into a Juvenile deliquent center,"
he said.
dealing crack.

Slime Swap

BG News/Brock Vlsnlch

Laboratory Technician Mindie DeAngells transfersBac///us cereus, a common soil bacteria, between petri
dishes In the Microbiology Preparation Room in the Life Sciences Building Monday afternoon. A full-time
employee, DeAngells prepares the majority of the cultures used In the Biology 101 laboratory sections.

Drug
O Continued from page 1.
for themselves," she said.
Lure of easy money is what
draws juveniles into dealing and
makes them return, said Jennifer Bainbridge, assistant
prosecutor for Lucas County.
"It really is easy money, she
said. "The kids think 'Why

would I work at McDonald's
when I can do this?"'
Older dealers also serve as a
role model for the younger kids,
Diggssaid.
^ds want to be Just like the
dealers with the flashy cars and
jewelry — they see the whole
picture as glamorous," he said.
This picture of "glamour"

causes repeat offenders, according to Bainbridge, who has seen
several situations of juveniles
coming in on their second and
third convictions.
"Actually, there is a fairly
high number of kids who come
back for either trafficking or
possession," she said.
A study is being conducted

this summer to determine the
actual number of repeat
offenders.
"The kids who received sixmonth sentences will lust be getting out, so we should be able to
tell in a couple of months how
many actually come back,"
Cubbonsaid.
Younger non-addicted chil-

dren are prime candidates for
the "drug lords" from Detroit
who come to Toledo to recruit,
Bambridge said.
In most cases, recruiters want
younger children to serve as
lookouts for police or turf invaders — people who try to take
over a certain area of drug territory.
'They look for people that are
not drug addicts — they.'re just
like any other employer who
drugs. It's all just business real-

To get Smith's Dairy
products any fresher,
you'd have to use these.

Limited Engagement
Final 9 Days
NOMINATED FOR
9 ACADEMY AWARDS
Best Picture - Actor - Actress

NIGHTLY AT 7:15 4 9:15
Stsrls APRIL eth "Emtst G«i to Jail"

SO

ly," she said.
Parents usually are unaware
of the fact their children are
dealing drugs, according to
Diggs.
"Usually what tips them off is
an unexplained amount of income —otherwise most parents
don't know," he said.
Because many juvenile
dealers come from broken
homes, Diggs said it is difficult
for parents to dectect drug
usage or selling of drugs.
"Many times the parent is
away or involved with drugs
themselves," he said. "There is
no proper guidance at these type
of homes.'*
Actual numbers of juvenile
drug dealers is most likely much
higher than what juvenile prosecuters see — a fact which
alarms Bainbridge.
"It's worse than anyone can
imagine and what we actually
see (in the form of court cases)
is such a small amount of the
problem," she said.

Give
another chance.

FUN FOOD, FUN TIMES,
FOR FUN PEOPLE
104 8. MAIN
353-0988
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

WEDNESDAY 15 BLUESME
Featuring: Art & Roman Griswald
& The Organics
"Chicago Blues"

Greenbriar Inc.

To make it
easier, just use this.
Why fuss with the
old milking pail? At Smith
Dairy, freshness is something we work at all year
long. National Dairy
Month included. You can
really taste what we mean,
in every Smith's product
you buy.
Alter all, we're the
Dairy in the Country.
Where freshness is a way
of life. So whenever you
see the Smith's name, you
and your family can always
be sure you're getting the
highest quality dairy products around.

UUe will be leasing the following
locations for the Fall of 1990

Save 10con any
half-gallon
or 1.6 oz. size
SMITH'S dairy product.

10°

10°

Consumer: Coupon good only on purchase of Smith Dairy product! lined. Not valid if transferred,.exchanged,
exct
or reproduced Limit one coupon per purchase. Dealer; Valid only on product and siw indicated Valid ii
U.S.A. only. Value as specified plus 8« handling. Void where prohibited, taxed, restricted, or license
rnse reqi
required.
Coupons are nooaMignabk. nowransfcrrable, and may no* be reproduced. OOtamteommtm row, am all
coupons will be confiscated. Coupons accepted only from retailers or authorized clearinghouses. On request,
must provide product invoices for pa«( 90 days ..Sues tax must be paid by coommST^rnipikytioSJorpmy'
f 1«. Redeem coupons promptly by maihagt

• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave., 542 &
560 Frazee Ave.
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin, 624, 670
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave.
• Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 Clough St.
• Campbell Hill Apartments- 3 Bedrooms

Coll or Stop in for o Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

SBWP^lTO^neJ

Expiration Date: August 31,1990

^ SMITH'S

*«■■«?. THE DAIRY IN THE COUNTRY

352-0717
224
E. Wooster St.
MAAMMMMM

Hours:
M-F 9a.m.-5p.m.
Sat. 9a.m.-lp.m.
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PEOPLE
Cuba jams U.S. TV transmissions

Mafia 'baptism' may convict 21

Chic designer Halston dead at 57

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush administration began beaming
American television to Cuba on Tuesday — MTV videos, a 1971
World Series tape and an old "Kate and AUie" — but the communist
government jammed the transmissions and accused the United
States of aggression.
"We regret that Cuba has refused to permit the free flow of Information and ideas," State Department spokeswoman Margaret Tutwilersaid.
Testing of the long-planned TV Marti began on Channel 13 at 1:45
a.m. EST. In Havana, viewers saw a test pattern "strong and
clear."

BOSTON (AP) — Baptism traditionally promises the cleansing of
sin. Not so for Carmen Tortora, whose alleged "rebirth" could mean
50 years in prison.
Authorities said the 43-year-old Tortora became a Mafia "soldier"
during a secretly taped blood initiation that confirmed an underworldof solemn oaths and codes of silence so vivid in popular imagination.
"Carmen.... You were baptized when you were a baby, your parents did it, but now this time we gonna baptize you," an alleged Mafia lieutenant told him during the induction detailed in a 113-count
federal indictment unsealed Monday.
U.S. Attorney Dick Thomburgh said the tape recordings of the
"secret, clandestine operation" provides unprecedented proof that
could help convict 21 accused mobsters, including the reputed boss
of the Mafia in New England.
All but two of those indicted were in custody Tuesday, a day after
the FBI launched a dragnet through Rhode Island, Massachusetts
and Connecticut, authorities said.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Halston, the designer who created the
pillbox hat that Jacqueline Kennedy made chic and whose starstudded circle of friends included Andy Warhol nn#ln Minnelli,
has died of AIDS-related cancer. He was 57.
He died in his sleep at Pacific Presbyterian Medical Center Monday night. His brother, Robert Frowick, said Tuesday Halston had
suffered from AIDS for the last 18 months and died of a related cancer called Kaposi's sarcoma.
Known worldwide for his simple and sexy creations, Halston designed clothes for such celebrities as Lauren Bacall, Minnelli and
Btanca Jagger. Bacall dubbed him "Halstie Baby," and once
ordered 75 outfits priced at $200 to $1,000 each.
Through his work he became friends with Warhol and other celebrities, including model Maxima Berenson.
Born Roy Halston Frowick on April 23,1932, in Des Moines, Iowa,
he attended Indiana University and the Chicago Art Institute. Said to
have been fascinated with his grandmother's hats as a child, he began making hats while still in college.

While viewers in outlying areas of Havana had few problems during the five-hour test, residents of downtown Havana encountered
the signal of a Cuban jamming transmitter after the first 23 minutes
of the test pattern.
Mas Canosa said Castro jammed not lust Channel 13, but three
domestic stations as well, in case TV Marti changed channels.

Ivana seeks half of Trump's loot

STATE / LOCAL
Controversial photos to be shown

Glenn proposes sulfur bill change

CINCINNATI (AP) — A museum planning to exhibit photographs
by the late Robert Mapplethorpe said Tuesday it has asked a court
for a ruling on whether some of the photographs violate local obscenity standards.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. John Glenn asked his colleagues
Tuesday to consider adding five years to the acid-rain reduction
deadline contained in a bill steaming toward Senate action.

Law enforcement officials have threatened to file obscenity charges against the Contemporary Arts Center based on a group of sexually graphic pictures in the show set to open April 6.

The Ohio Democrat said he is worried the pollution-cutting benefit
of ordering utilities to reduce specific emissions by the year 2000
may not justify the multimillion-dollar cost to Ohio and other polluter states.

Photographs by Mapplethorpe ignited a controversy in Congress
after Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C. labeled them obscene. Congress
voted to limit federal support for the arts.
The exhibit planned for Cincinnati has appeared without incident
in Philadelphia, Boston, Hartford, Conn., and Berkeley, Calif.
Nine of the photographs in the show depict homosexual activity
and sadomasochistic sex acts. The Contemporary Arts Center said it
plans to bar unaccompanied children and will put the sexually
graphic photographs in a separate room with a warning sign.

Ohio burns more high-sulfur coal than any other state.
Sulfur dioxide emissions from the smokestacks of power plants
are released into the air and fall to the ground hundreds of miles
away in the form of sulfuric acid. Many environmentalists blame the
acid-tinged precipitation for damaging trees and contaminating
lakes in Canada and New England.
The primary acid rain-fighting proposal being discussed in Congress calls for sulfur dioxide emissions to be reduced by 10 million
tons by the year 2000.
THE

FESTIVAL

SERIES

NEW YORK (AP) — Lawyers for Ivana Trump filed papers Monday demanding their client receive half of her estranged husband's
fortune, which they estimated at $5 billion.
The lawyers said they had filed papers in state court in Manhattan
in which they said she had no intention of seeking a divorce and had
never waived the right to an "equitable share" of the money Trump
made during their 13-year marriage.
"Marital property is property gained by the husband and wife during marriage regardless of in whose name it is held," said Michael
Kennedy, lawyer for Mrs. Trump.
Trump did not have any immediate response.
The papers were filed in response to an attempt by Trump's lawyers to enforce a post-marital contract, signed Christmas Eve 1987.
That contact, Kennedy said, "does not waive or release Trump's
right to such marital property."
"This contract was unfair at the time it was made and is unconscionable now that Mr. Trump is trying to enforce it," he said.
Kennedy denied reports the contract called for Trump to receive
$25 million in the event that their marriage broke up.
In fact, he said, under the contract, Trump is to receive $10 million
in cash, the couple's house in Greenwich, Conn., and an additional $4
million if she and the couple's three children move out of Trump
Tower.
This, Kennedy said, was less than 1 percent of Trump's assets.

PRESENTS

Discover Kinko's

Now is the time to get
involved with USG
■

USG is now accepting applications
for Cabinet and Organizational
seats next year.

Resume Package

>^F Thursday, Mordi 29, 1990"^
KOBACKER HALL
Moore Musical Arts Center—
BGSU

ONLY $14.95

Multi-Cultural Affairs and Human Relations
Student Welfare
National State Community Affairs
Public Relations
University Committees
Treasurer

One Page Typesel Resume
(ready for reproduction)
Disk w/ Resume Stored

kinko's
the copy center
Open 7 Days

Applications are in 405 Student Services
and are due Friday, April 6, 1990.
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
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Cleveland Cavs /s Boston Celtics

SUMMER 8c FALL RENTALS

Basketball...

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)

Friday, April 6

Shoot for 2!

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

Depart from the Union Oval
at 4:30 p.m.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Cost is $19 which includes
transportation and ticket.
Sign up in the UAO office
or call 372-2343.
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Pollyeyes participating Video contest offered
in recycling movement
by Dorcas Nyakana
reporter

and store the paper and plastic, but it becomes easier with habit, Nicholson said.

by Emily Schroedet
staff writer

□ing to help remedy the problem of excessive
Hopin
ill use, one local restaurant is joining the
landfill
community and campus through recycling.
George Nicholson, owner of Campus Pollyeyes,
440 E. Court St., said his restaurant has been recycling glass bottles for nearly two years and recently started recycling paper and plastic products.
"When the idea of recycling was first introduced
to me by one of my employees a year and a half
ago, I had trouble accepting it," Nicholson said. "I
thought it would be a big waste of time."
Since then, Nicholson said he has learned the
advantages of recycling equal — if not outweigh —
the disadvantages.
The extra few minutes it takes to rinse out a
plastic jug or the additional space needed to store
paper products seem minor when the results are a
tew extra dollars and a cleaner city, he said.
"It does take a little extra time and effort to save

Most restaurant employees usually have some
slack time during the day and he believes they
should take advantage of It by saving and storing
recyclables.
An additional benefit of recycling for Nicholson
is the decrease in use of a dumpster and dumpster
fees.
"Since we're not throwing away as much garbage, the dumpster gets dumped only two to three
times a week — as opposed to the five times it used
to get dumped," Nicholson said.
Nicholson predicts other area businesses will
soon discover the benefits of recycling. The rise of
dumpster fees, increasing awareness of landfill
problems, and being able to make money from recycling will assist in future decisions to recycle, he
said.
"Right now, people are programmed to throw
absolutely everything away," Nicholson said.

Students have the chance to be stars, producers and directors by entering a nationwide
video contest.
The Christophers, a Jesuit-Christian organization of New York City, is sponsoring the video
contest open to all college students in good
standing. The competition requires students to
produce a five-minute video based on the
theme. "One person can make a difference."
"By encouraging students to make films on
this subject... they will be made more aware of
the diverse ablilitles that they have in order to
make this world a better place to live in," said
Cecilia Harriendorf, a representative of The
Christophers.
Organized by Father James Keller in 1945,
the organization's name is derived from the
words "'Christ bearer." She said their philosophy is based on the Chinese proverb "It's better
to light one candle than to curse the darkness.''
Funded almost completely by donations from
different organizations, Harriendorf said, The
Christophers tries to raise public awareness by
supporting the idea every person has the ability

LOS ANGELES - For the
first time, science has shown
acid rain can kill animals.
In a study of the tiger salamander of the Rocky Mountains,
University of California Physicist John Harte found acid rain
and snow killed the amphibians'
developing embryos.
"Acid rain may be indeed
causing the decline of the tiger
salamander," Harte told scien-

tists meeting here last week to
discuss declining populations of
amphibians around the world.
His work is crucial to scientists trying to link man-made
pollution like acid rain to environmental damage. A 10-year
federally sponsored study
released earlier this month concluded that acid rain causes far
less damage than originally
feared.
While some studies have suggested an association between
acid rain and the death of amphibians and fishes, Harte's re-

port provides the first strong
scientific evidence of it.
He studied populations of the
long-lived salamander on the
western slope of the Colorado
Rockies in a pristine nature
preserve called Mexican Cut.
The salamanders live up to 10
years, but they don't reproduce
tor the first few years.
While adult salamanders apparently are not affected by acid
rain, their eggs are acutely sensitive. The acidity takes its toll
when the embryos are eight to 13

C^xotic Z/emate
a/Uanceri
Every Wednesday Night
Friday 1 -5
21 & over *1 cover
18-19-20 »3 cover

DJ's TAVERN

days old and developing their
nervous systems, Harte said.
The acidity is released into the
salamanders ponds in "pulses"
caused by the spring melt. They
studied acid levels in 14 ponds
and the effects of different levels
of acid rain on salamanders in
different stages of life.
Most of the acid snow and rain
makes its way to the Rockies
from coal-fired power plants in
northern Arizona and from automobile-caused pollution from
Los Angeles.

Here's a tip ...
a tax tip.
If you've got tax
questions, you can get
the answers by calling
the IRS Tele-Tax service,
a recorded information
service on about 150
topics. The phone
number is in your tax
package and telephone
directory.

809 S. Main

mm
Campus
|Pollyeyes

VIDEO
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Boyle said Weiss would have
no further statement.
Turner said through her publicist, Susan Geller in Los Angeles, "This is an act of a violent
madman. It's a tragedy. It
doesn't reflect on me or my husband."
E£nl<»rt <i i niiKMil

"A Gathering Place"|
440 E. Court

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL *
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HARTS COUPON

25% OFF!

~\r

Spaghetti Dinner w/garlic bread
only »1.50
Salad an extra .75'
Served between 5-9 p.m.

Over 80 Imports

HURTS COUPON

I

OUR ENTIRE SELECTION WITH
COUPON. LIMIT ONE DISC, AND
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER.

" HftRTSCOUPON

3 FOR *1°°

JL"
"^ (

VALID MARCH 26- APRIL 8, 1990 BOWLING GREEN ONLY. J I

LIMIT THREE BOOKS, AND ONE
COUPON PER CUSTOMER.

FALCON

Turner is in New York starring in a Broadway revival of
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof."
According to Assistant Fire
Chief William Feehan, inspectors are supposed to serve
notices of code violations on the
responsible person at the scene
and not necessarily to building
owners.
The Happy Land tragedy
spurred New York City Mayor
David Dinkins to reactivate a
police, fire and buildings department task force formed in
the wake of another fatal club
fire.
Fire Department spokesman
John Mulligan said the agency
received nearly 1,000 calls Monday, the first day of operating a
special number tor reports of illegal social clubs.
Mulligan said the names and
addresses of some 500 clubs
were divulged.
"The department is elated,"
Mulligan said. "It shows the
public is aware of the problem
now and there's not much you
can do about it unless the public
gets involved."
The man charged with 87
counts of murder, Gonzalez,
remained in the prison ward of
Kings County Hospital, awaiting
his next court appearance.
According to District Attorney
Robert Johnson, Gonzalez made
admissions to people he had
spoken to after early Sunday's
fire. The district attorney said
Gonzalez gave police a videotaped confession later in the day
in which he admitted he torched
the Happy Land with gasoline in
a fit of pique against his former
girlfriend, Lydia Feliciano, who
worked at the club.
Feliciano escaped the fire
without serious injury. One of
the three other survivors, club
disc jockey Ruben Valladarez,
was in critical but stable condition at Jacobi Hospital with
burns over 36 percent of this
body. Hospital spokeswoman
Vicki Ciampa said he had about
a 50-50 chance of survival.

tem CATCH m 4?

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. Wooster
NEXT TO CAMPUS
Now Leasing
for Summer & Fall

WIDE OR NARROW RULE (64300.64594)

VAILD MARCH 26 - APRIL 8. 1990 BOWLING GREEN ONLY.

r $300
OFF!
COMPACT DISC SALE!

ylYW *»*S2

TO PC RE ST 70 CT. THEME BOOKS

ANY APPAREL ITEM IN STOCK.
LIMIT ONE ITEM, AND ONE
COUPON PER CUSTOMER.

The entry deadline is June 15 and winners will
be notified by Sept. 13. Students interested in
participating, can obtain an entry form in the
radio-television-film department.

McCarthy said the issue of
landlord responsibility wasn't
clear. Prosecutors still had to
determine whether anyone
beyond the club operator, Elias
Colon, who died in the fire, knew
the building had been served
with notices of building code violations.
Weiss, through a statement by
his lawyer, Roger Boyle, acknowledged that Little Peach
Realty, a company he owns with
Morris Jaffe, leased the building
in 1985 from a DiLorenzo company. Clarendon Place Corp.

W

C

"With the wide scope of college students allowed to enter the competition — despite color,
creed and cultural differences — everyone is
given a fair chance to succeed," Jankowski
said.

after a fight with his exgirlfriend, who worked there.
The club had no emergency
exits and no second-story
windows; the victims had
neither the time nor the means
to escape.
The building that housed the
club was leased to Happy Land's
operator by Turner's husband.
Jay Weiss, who in turn had
leased it from one of New York's
major real estate operators,
Alex DiLorenzo III.

Live

352-9638

OPEN DAILY FROM 11:00 AM - 4:00 AM
SUNDAY 11:00 AM - 2:30 AM

STARTS

Second and third prizes will be $2,000 and
$1,000 respectively. Five honorable mention
prizes of $500 each also will be given.

Two years later, Little Peach
leased the club to Colon, but
Boyle said since last spring the
company had been frying to
evict Colon for not paying rent.
The case was to have been heard
in court today.

vlnroTfJlelM

PLAY BALL!

The winning video will be judged on how well
the theme is portrayed and the winner will
receive $3,000, as well as the chance to watch
the video on national television.

O Continued from page 1.

Rocky Mountain study links pollution with salamanderj£decline
USA Today-CIN

"It gives people enough scope and time to express their imaginative ideas in relation to the
subject," Jankowski said.

Fire

Acid rain killing animal life
by Ellen Hale

to contribute to a better world.
Laurence Jankowski, associate professor of
broadcast journalism, said this is the third year
the competition has been repeated with the
same theme.

J

VALID MARCH 26 - APRIL 8, 1990 BOWLING GREEN ONLY.

HARTSCOUPON

^

67 PEPSI! :
PEPSI PRODUCTS 2 LITER SIZE
LIMIT 4 BOTTLES, AND ONE
COUPON PER CUSTOMER.

VALID MARCH 26 • APRIL 8, 1990 BOWLING GREEN ONLY.

J

- 2 bedroom furnished
apartments
- Laundry facilities in each
building
- Includes membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

CALL 352-9378 TODAY
Preferred Properties 835 High
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Falcons gain 'sweet' win overUM
March 21,1990

7

Five-run sixth inning propels BG to 10th win
by Mike Drabenstott
sports writer

BG News/Greg Horvath
Senior centerfielder Jason Welch is safe at second with a head-first dive. It was one of two stolen bases Welch
had in the Falcon's 8-7 victory over Michigan. He also went 2 for 3 with a double In the game.

Freehan leads Wolves
by Matt Schroder
assistant sports editor

Bill Freehan has turned in the
Old English 'D1 of his Tigers jersey for a gold 'M' on nis new
Wolverines cap.
The man who caught the final
out of the 1968 World Series to
seal the championship for Detroit is in his first year as skipper of his alma mater, Big Ten
powerhouse Michigan.
As a pro, Freehan played 15
seasons for the Tigers, making
the all-star team 11 times. The
Royal Oak, Mich, native also
earned five gold gloves.
He said catching Tim McCarver's pop foul to end the series
was a special moment in his career.
"To do it in your home town
and have the whole world jump
on top of you when the ball came
down — I don't know if you
dream about that — but to have
it happen was the thrill of a lifetime, Freehan said.
As a UM catcher, Freehan set
a school record for batting average in a season, hitting .446 in
1961 to lead the Wolves to the Big

one of the nation's top baseball
programs. UM is consistently
ranked in the top 20 by major
polls across the country.
The Wolverines are 10-7 this
season as they try to defend
their conference crown.
The coach said the highlights
of his new job are game days.

Ten Championship.
Leading a team made up primarily of underclassmen, Freehan said coaching so far has
been what he expected.
"Even if I had a team of all
seniors, I'd still consider them
young kids," the former Tiger
catcher said. "It's been real fun
being around them this year."
Freehan gave no indication he
wants to someday coach at a
higher level.
I'm very happy doing what
I'm doing right now," he said.
Right now, he is at the helm of

"The games are definitely the
best part of coaching," Freehan
said. "The paperwork is something I'm not really used to, but I
took the job expecting a lot of
it."

DEB-IT!

BGSU FOOD OPERATIONS

HSENCODING STUDENTS ID'sl
Beginning this summer the coupon meal plan
will be discontinued and student photo ID's wil
be used to purchase meals and snacks.
Those students planning on purchasing a meal
plan will need to have their ID encoded.

For Falcon baseball players
with sweet teeth, Tuesday's victory over Michigan might
resemble a double-chocolate
sundae.
And it was a
sixth-inning
rally which
undoubtedly
provided the
whipped
cream and
butterscotch,
as BG (104)
crossed the
plate five "ataer
times for an 8-7 win against the
Wolverines (10-7) in the Falcons' home opener.
The comeback over last
season's Big Ten champs even
left a sugary taste in the mouth
of Falcon mentor Ed Platzer.
"You'll never know how sweet
a victory that was," he said emphatically. "I'm very proud of
(the team)."
With reason. After UM's Matt
Morse ripped a Dave Freese
C" :h over the 30-foot pines bed the right-field fence for a
three-run homer, BG trailed 7-3
entering the bottom of the sixth.
But with two outs, the Falcons
got rolling. Leftfielder Chad
Davis singled, prompting Wolverine manager Bill Freehan to
remove starter Dennis Konuszewski, whose control disintegrated throughout the game.
Yet righthander Terry Woods
(0-1) was not the answer.
After Woods walked Matt Oestrike to put Falcons on first and
second, BG shortstop Brian
Koelling launched a 2-1 pitch
deep over the left-centerfield
fence to clear the bases and
close the UM lead to 7-6.
Shawn Gillenwater continued
BG's procession with a single to
right, followed by Jason Welch's
game-tying double into the
right-center gap. Designated
hitter Kyle Hockman ensued
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"It was a pleasant surprise.
He really struggled on the
(spring) trip so it was good for
his sake and the team's sake,"
said Platzer. "It was as well as I
have seen him pitch since the
last time we beat UM. I hope we
will see that the rest of the
season."
Though Freehan said he is not
viewing the game as an upset,
he added the Toss stemmed from
his squad struggling on the
mound and at the plate late in
the game.
"We stopped hitting the last
three innings," he said. "And in
the future, if we score eight
runs, we will expect to win."
BG, which plays its next 10
fames at home, entertains
oungstown State Saturday and
Oakland Sunday for a pair of
doubleheaders. Both twinbills
begin at 1 p.m.
ODD
FALCON NOTES: BG centerfielder Jason Welch continued
his torrid early-season pace, going 2-for-3 with a double and 2
RBI in the win — that moves his
average to .356 and his teamtopping RBI total to 14... BG
starter Corey Zielinski pitched
well, allowing two earned runs
in four innings of work... The
Falcons' pitching staff totes an
impressive 2.74 earned run
average and has held opposing
batters to a .206 batting average... Before Tuesday's contest,
BG was 5-28-1 against UM.

with a single to right, scoring
Welch and giving the Falcons a
8-7 lead and subsequent win.
Koelling, whose 3-for-4 day
boosted his team-leading batting
average to .388, said his secondcareer round-tripper surprised
him.
"(The pitch) was right down
the middle and I was lust trying
to make contact," the junior
said. "I've only hit one home run
here, so I don t go up hoping to
hit homers."
The five-run comeback, which
gave the Falcons their secondstraight win over UM, showed
BG's ability to overcome adversity, Platzer said.
"When you're behind you have
two choices," he said. You can
battle to get back, or you can
give in and let it snowball into a
blowout. We got behind, but we
hung in there and came back."
Falcon reliever Vince Metzger
helped BG hang on in the last
three innings. Replacing the
winner Freese (3-1) to begin the
top of the seventh, Metzger
shined, displaying a sharpbreaking curve and excellent
control. The junior lefty allowed
just two singles while striking
out four to earn the save.
Ironically Metzger, in his first
career start, picked up the win
in last season s 8-0 upset of the
Wolverines. Platzer said Tuesday's performance could be a
turning point in Metzger's
season.
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9-month and 12-month leases
One and two bedroom apartments
Heat, water, cooking and sewer included
Central air
No pets please
Clough

(419) 352-0164

& Mercer
Bowling Green

Applications are being accepted
for
Summer 1990 BG News editor
Fall 1990 BG News editor
1990-91 Gavel editor
1991 Key editor
1990-91 Miscellany editor
1990-91 Obsidian editor
Application forms may be obtained at
The BG News office, 214 West Hail.

Application deadline Thurs., April 12 5 p.m.
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White to start spring at QB
Sophomore signal-caller says the competition in camp is fierce
by Andy Woodard

sports editor

For the first time in four years, Rich
Dackin is not taking the center snap as Bowling Green's quarterback.
He completed his fourth year of eligibility
last fall, finishing as the third most prolific
passer in Mid-American Conference history.
Those are big shoes U>f~
fill, but Falcon head coach i
Moe Ankney will attempt
to find a person to do so
this spring.
The No. 1 signal-caller
now is sophomore Erik I
White, who started one
game last year when
Dackin was injured.
White, taking the laid Whlte
back approach, said just
because he was No. 2 to Dackin doesn't
mean he's the top gun.
"I'm not guaranteed the spot so if I want
the spot I will have to work hard just like
everyone else," said White, who completed
eight-of-21 attempts for 102 yards last year.
He also was intercepted twice.
"The spot's vacant and there's a lot of us
who want to fill it," he said. "I feel — I don't
want to say confident — but I feel like I'm
competitive and I want to compete for the
job.*
White will face competition from sopho-

mores Nick Eppert and Paul Seeley, who lettered last year as a wide receivenwtawttmor.
"(White's) No. 1 to start the spring and he
is the most likely candidate to end up No. 1."
Ankney said. "I hope we have good competition at that position — only time will tell."
White said the three quarterbacks are
working together, trying to make each the
best he can be.
"I don't think there's any animosity between us or any bitter feelings," he said.
"We all try to support the other and that
makes for healthy competition."
His comments show he's taking nothing
for granted.
A redsbirt in 1988, White could have taken
a different approach to the job because of his
past experience.
But he said that's not something he would
do.
"I have some playing experience, but I
didn't do as well as I'd have liked to," he
said. "I don't want to rely on the past (now).
I don't want to say, 'hey, I lettered and I
played so that means I'm automatically gouig to be the man.' That's not how it works.
Most coaches are going to play the guy
who gets the job done.,r
How well the quarterback does could depend on whether the Falcons improve a mediocre at best rushing attack. BG averaged
just 2.4 yards per carry last year.
Tailback LeRoy Smith, the team's leading
rusher as a freshman with 564 yards last

season, returns, as does three starting linemen.
But Ankney figures the running offense
will need to make great strides if the passing
attack is to flourish.
"The only way that our passing game will
come close to what it was last year will be if
our running game improves and the (opposition) has to worry about our running
game," he said. "But if our running game
stays where it is and they can focus in on the
pass, there's no way that our passing game
can be as good."
Part of the reason for the concern in the
passing game is that All-MAC receivers
Reggie Thornton, Ron Heard and Kyle
Hockman finished their sparkling careers
last fall.
Their replacements, Allen Smith, Mark
Szlachcic, Pat Jackson, are more experienced than White is at quarterback, but they
still are young.
If the running game then falters, this
youth won't do the job the experienced
seniors did last season.
"Then there will be too much pressure and
... the result will be a lot of sacks and bad
plays early in the year," Ankney said.
But White's not worried about pressure.
"I Just want to do the best I can do," he
said. "If I do that and start, that's fine. If I
don't start and do my best, there's nothing I
can do about it.
"Hopefully things will work out, though."

Ankney architects new season
by Andy Woodard
sports editor
Spring football started Monday, but Moe Ankney was talking basketball Tuesday afternoon.
He said many of his Bowling
Green players are "on the bubble" position-wise. Hist as many
teams were on the bubble to get
in the NCAA basketball tournament several weeks ago.
With only half of the starters
returning, he hopes some of his
Falcons step forward in the upcoming four weeks of practice,

which culminates April 21 with
the annual Spring Game.
"We're hoping to find football
players," said Ankney, whose
team is coming off a 5-6 season.
"A lot of guys out there are on
the bubble. We don't know if
they're football players are not.
"We're looking for them to
jump up and show us they're
players. One thing we've got this
spring is good competition at
every single position. We don't
have (even) four or five guys
with the top spot wrapped up."
Last year at this time, Ankney
was trying to build confidence
throughout the team, which

WINTHROP TERRACE
400 Napoleon

352-9135

WANTED!
BGSU's most qualified
students as
ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
for

The BG News
If you are a self-motivated,
results-oriented person,
YOU
have the potential to be
one of the highest paid
students on campus.
All majors encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
Applications and job descriptions
available at 214 West Hail.
DEADLINE: April 6. 5 p.m.

went 2*1 in 1988.
The Falcons responded and
finished fifth in the MidAmerican Conference with a 5-3
mark. Their overall play, for the
most part, was vastly improved.
This spring, Ankney wants to
be more of an architect than a
cheerleader.
"We've got a lot of positive
things to build on from the '89
season," he said. "We've just
got to take it a step higher,
learning from what we did in
•89."
The Falcons, known for their
offensive prowess last year with
quarterback Rich Dackin and
receivers Ron Heard, Reggie
Thornton and Kyle Hockman,
should be stronger on the defensive side of the ball next fall.
Seven of the 11 starters from
last year return. Some of the top
returnees include inside linebacker Charles Dotson, strong
safety Terry Wilson and nose
guard Mark Ross.
In addition, Ankney is moving
two defenders to new positions.
He also is switching two players
— one from offense to defense

and vice versa with the other
one.
The changes are: Pat Jackson
(outside linebacker to tight
end); Doug Atkin (outside linebacker to inside linebacker);
Artie Mangham (defensive back
to outside linebacker); and Scott
Lindsey (tailback to safety).
"Spring practice is a time for
experimenting. Sometimes personnel moves work and sometimes they don't," said Ankney,
who will start his fifth year at
BG in the fall. "Those are four
personnel changes that we're
going to start with and see how
they go in spring practice."
ODD
Five Falcon veterans will be
sidelined this spring, all slowed
by knee injuries. They are: outside linebacker Mark Freidly.
defensive linemen Brian Laird
and Jeff Rottinghaus and
offensive linemen Matt Kregal
and Robert Winterhalter.
D C C
Ankney is minus two coaches
for this week and possibly
longer.
Max Lowe, offensive guards
and centers coach, returned
home to Virginia over the weekend after his mother died, and
Andy Garver, outside linebackers and special teams coach, has
the chicken pox.
"We're less two coaches and
we're scrambling," Ankney
said. "I hope they will be out just
this week."

□ □ D

The Falcons will practice
again Thursday and Friday, beginning at 4 p.m., on the fields
next to Doyt Perry Stadium.
The first spring scrimmage is
slated for Saturday morning.
Starting time has yet to be
determined.
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BG News/Brock Vlsnich
bophomore quarterback Erik White warms up durinq a BG spring practice session Tuesday.

Women dominate
spring tennis trip
by Jamie Joss

sports writer
The local weather forecaster at Hilton Head, S.C., had predicted a
0 percent chance of rain — but what he really should have predicted
was the women's tennis team had no chance of losing a match.
The women played great tennis after almost a month lay-off from
match play, posting a perfect 6-0 record on their spring trip.
The women cruised past Elon 7-2, Kalamazoo $0, and Baptist and
Cornell, beating them both by an 8-1 count.
The women's closest matches were against DePaul and Denison
beating both of them 6-3.
The women have been very successful for the past three years on
their spring trips going a combined 15-2.
The women had three singles players and two doubles teams that
also went undefeated during the trip.
Of the most impressive was Tisa Pacella, the Falcons number four
singles player, who won 65 of the 72 games that she played and
raised her season record to 10-4.
Closely behind Pacella was BG's number one singles player Carla
Marshack who won 59 of the 72 games she played and also unproved
her season record to 10-4.
Pacella and Marshack also teamed up at the number one doubles
spot for the first time this year and completed their dominance going
undefeated.
Brenda Conley BG's number three singles player was also perfect
improving her season record to 10-4.
Conley also rubbed off her earlier singles success on Nanette
Zimmerman as they also teamed up for the tirst time this year at the
number two doubles spot going a perfect six for six.
The women have a week off as they will continue competition on
April 3 at home against Kenyon College.
D a D
The men netters weren't perfect but were very impressive in posting a 4-2 mark on their spring trip also at Hilton Head.
The netters started out with disappointing loss to Big Eight opponent Iowa State losing 9-0.
Then the netters came back with some great performances winning four straight tight matches in wins over Cornell, Bradley, and
Butler, all of whom they beat 5-4.
The men were also victorius over Howard 7-2 capping off a four
match winning streak.
The men's only other loss was to another top caliber team from the
PAC-10 in Oregon losing 5-1.
"It was a great trip and the team played well getting close wins
over teams that we are very competitive with," coach Gene Orlando
sflid
D See Netters, page 9.
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Gymnasts place fifth at MACs
by Mike Mominey
sports writer

The women's gymnastics team took to the
mats over spring break, performing in the
highly competitive Mid-American Conference championships at Ball State.
The Falcons recorded a
respectable total team
score of 183.20, however it
would only be good enough
for a fifth place finish.
Head coach Charles
Simpson said the team
performed well on all the
events but starting off on
the beam may have hurt
them in the long run.
Simpson
"We had a great start on
the beam," he said. "They (judges) were a
little reluctant to give out high scores on the
first event, so that may have hurt us along
the way — there was definitely some tight
scoring."
Juniors Nikki Condon and Kim Crawford
led the way for BG on the beam, each com-

Hernandez
expects to
return soon

ing through with scores of 9.35. Fellow junior
Mary Beth Friel tallied a 9.3, sophomore Julie Zickes followed with a 9.15, freshman Robin Wall scored an 8.95, and junior Meg Griffin marked with an 8.9.
On the floor the Falcons ran into some
trouble. Simpson said the team just could
not put it together in that event, and it really
pulled the team down.
Friel scored a 9.25, as Condon would tally
the only other 9 plus score for the Falcons,
(9.05). Crawford placed with an 8.9, Wall recorded an 8.8, Zickes hit an 8.6, and sophomore Kathy Bottini followed up with an 8.15.
Simpson said he was pleased with the
teams performance following the floor routine, bouncing back after a tough event.
"I thought we did a good job on the vault —
this definitely got us back into the meet," he
said. "We hit bars like crazy, but the low
scores on the floor pulled us down on the
other events."
Friel took top honors for the Falcons on
the vault, (9.3), as Crawford and Trent followed with scores of 9.25. Junior Kirstin
Scott marked with a 9.2, Condon and Wall
tallied a scores of 9.15.

The Falcons recorded a team score of
46.35 on the uneven bars, the highest of the
four events on the afternoon.
Griffin scored an oustanding 9.45, good
enough to place her as the runner up on the
event in the conference. Wall tallied a 9 35
Friel scored a 9.3, Scott a 9.2, sophomore
Kathy Altonen a 9.05, and Zickes a 9.0.
Simpson said he is proud of the teams performance at the MACs, and added that
everyone did a great job throughout the
year.
"You can't be disappointed when you improve from week to week all year long," he
said. "We never had as many people perform this well as a team —their performance is the best in school history."
G D D
The Falcons faced Western Michigan the
previous weekend, losing the dual meet by
only .05 of a point. BG, however, broke a
school record for total team points (183.25).
Friel won the all-around competition in the
meet with a 37.2, and Wall placed second
with a 36.75.

Ex-BG icers remember '84
by Mike Mominey
sports writer

Winning a national championship is the dream of any collegiate athlete, and as the NCAA
crowns yet another hockey
champion this weekend at Joe
Louis Arena in Detroit, a few
more athletes will make this
Duncan
Ellett
dream a reality.
For Iain Duncan and Dave Ellett, two former members of the there was an injustice (done) the
Outfielder Dion James started Bowling Green championship year before."
BG held the number one spot
the Indians' first two spring team of 1983-84, this achievegames at first base in Hernan- ment will always hold a special in the national polls for most of
Elace in their hearts and in their the '83-84 season, but suffered
dez' place.
two defeats in the season-ending
ockey careers.
Duncan and Ellett, now mem- CCHA tournament. The icers
McNamara said he's hoping to
have his regular-season lineup bers of the Winnipeg Jets in the found themselves on the "bubNational Hockey League, remin- ble" when the selection for the
playing together by next week.
isce on what it was like to be the NCAA tournament was made,
"Hernandez, I believe, de- best collegiate hockey team in even having thoughts that their
season may be over once again.
pending on how he feels, will the country.
"There's not too many guys However, were relieved once
play at first base tomorrow,"
Manager John McNamara said who can say they won a national they received the invitation.
"We definitely went the hard
Tuesday. "That'll give us a championship," Ellett rechance to put Dion in the out- members. "It was a big thrill for way," Duncan said. "We were
field."
me, and it was quite an accom- number one in the nation basically all year then we hit a block
plishment for us as a team."
"We're going to have to do
Boasting an overall 34-*-2 re- in the road. We lost two games
that quicker than in a normal cord along with a CCHA mark of at Joe Louis, so we didn't know
spring training so we can get 22-4-2 that year, the Falcons what would happen."
them acclimated to each other," overcame many obstacles on the
"We went to Boston College to
McNamara said.
road to Lake Placid. There they play a two-game total goal sewould capture the school's first ries. We lost on Friday night
Hernandez said he has had ever NCAA Division I crown.
(6-3), so we had to win by four
back problems for three years.
Being overlooked by the Sioals on Saturday," added the
He is treated regularly by a NCAA Selection Committee fol- eft-winger. "We tied it up in the
chiropractor.
lowing the 1982-83 season (post- last two minutes of the game,
ing a 28-8-4 record and being and then won it in overtime (5-1)
ranked number two in the coun- to advance to Lake Placid — so
Netters
try), the Falcons were deter- that was pretty wild.''
mined to prove that they should
D Continued from page 8.
have been chosen, and did so in
Continuing on to the Final
fine fashion just one year later.
Four at the Olympic Center in
"This trip gives the team the
"We felt we deserved a bid to Lake Placid, the icers faced off
confidence they need as they
the NCAA final eight that year, with their old nemesis from the
head into Mid-American Conand I think that gave us motiva- CCHA in the first round game —
ference schedule."
tion going into the next season," the Michigan State Spartans.
BG's third singles player
Ellett said. "Everyone had it in
Steve Mudre had a successful
the back of their minds. We felt
The Falcons came away with
trip, netting a 4-2 record winning
his last four matches.
Mike Hain also came through
After » brisk morning jo§,
with a 4-2 record at the number
four singles spot, with all of his
•nioy a copy tf
wins coming ui the Falcons victories.
Hain also teamed up with
Mike Teets at the number two
doubles spot winning three out of
Can't Decide what to Take Next Fall?
five matches.
The men also had solid play
from Doug Dickinson who went
Consider GREAT IDEAS (A&S 200)
3-3 during the trip at the number
five singles spot.
A slimulaiing nip ihrough some ol the mosi influential ideas
The number one doubles team
in hisiory: Judeo-Chrisiianily. Humanism. The Scieniific Revof John Green and Justin Overolution. Feminism. Democracy, and more. Enjoy discusholser also had a good trip going
sions
(rather than lectures), short writing assignments (rather
3-2.
than muhiple-guess questions), small classes, a dynamic
"The team showed a lot of
teaching staff.
character to pull out the wins,
Find out what a college education is all about, and stretch
we had a different player come
those summer-weary brain cells.
through with a crucial win in all
Credit for either Group IV or Group V requirements, as you
choose.
of the victories." Orlando said."
The men's next match is
against Northern Kentucky
Questions? Call Dr. Ryan Tweney.
tomorrow beginning a six match
Coordinator, at 372-8482
homestand at the Robert Keefe
Tennis Courts.
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — First
baseman Keith Hernandez has
missed each of the Cleveland
Indians' first two exhibition
games because of a sore back,
But he's expected to be ready for
Wednesday's game in Mesa
against the Chicago Cubs.
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a 2-1 victory over the Spartans,
to advance into the finals
against Minnesota-Duluth. It
would only seem fitting that the
Falcons would face UM-D for
the crown, since they were invited to the NCAA's in '82-83 as a
lower ranked team.
For more than 90 minutes
these two teams battled on the
ice in the longest contest in
NCAA history, further proving
they were the best two teams in
the country. Finally with 7:11
Sone by in the fourth overtime,
ino Cavallini lit the lamp following a pass from Dan Kane, to
give the Falcons a hard-fought
M victory.
"That will be one I'll remember always." Duncan said.
"Just because ot the way we did
it. Not just the overtime game in
the championship, but coming
back at BU and then beating
Michigan State — it was a great
feeling."
"It was the biggest accomElishment for me as an ama!ur," Ellett the defenseman
added. "Even now that I've
aed six years as a pro, I'm
proud of the fact that I was
on a championship team."
"I've made it in the NHL,
which was a goal for me. I
played in the All-Star game last
year which was a big thrill, but
I'll always remember winning
that national championship."

Tribe cuts Allanson
in favor of Alomar
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - The Cleveland Indians put their faith
in rookie catcher Sandy Alomar by releasing Andy Allanson on
Tuesday.
Allanson, 28. doomed himself with a poor showing offensively
and defensively in 1989, team president Hank Peters said.
"Andy destroyed his value as a player by the way he performed last year," Peters said. "I told him 'You still have value, but mentally you're not playing the way you can.'"
Allanson was productive in 1988, hitting .263 with five home
runs and SO RBIs in 133 games, while also developing a reputatilon for handling his pitchers well.
But he was nagged by personal problems in 1988, and his
numbers droppedto .232 with three homers and 17 R£l<i in 111
games. He threw out only 19 of 93 base stealers la?,t season.
"He was a different man when he walked in here last year,"
Peters said. "He wasn't into the game. His whole approach to
the game was different."
After acquiring Alomar, 23, in the trade that sent Joe Carter
to San Diego in December, the Indians tried to trade Allanson,
but found no takers.
Allanson said he had seen the handwriting on the wall.
"I'm not really surprised," he said. "Hank Peters told me
this morning. He just said, 'You're not fitting into our plans
right now,' or something like that."
The Indians had been further angered when Allanson won a
$410,000 salary for 1990 in his February arbitration hearing.
Cleveland had offered $250,000.
"I thought that was a lousy decision, but other than that, it
didn't matter," Peters said.
Allanson, who said he wasn't angry at being released, was
unsure how the arbitration case affected his status.
"Now you're asking me to be a mind-reader," he said. "I
don't know what they were thinking.
"You have to understand, baseball can be very tough and
very rewarding," he said. "It covers the spectrum of emotion
I've had highs and lows. I don't have control over any of this."
By releasing him Tuesday, the Indians will have to pay Allanson for 30 days of work. That means he will get $68,333.
Alomar hit .306 with 13 homers and 101 RBIs last season for
the Padres' Class AAA Las Vegas team. His brother, Roberto,
is San Diego's second baseman, and his father, Sandy Alomar
Sr., is in his fifth season as a San Diego coach.

"An investment in
knowledge pays
the best interest."
ATTENTION?
Graphic Design
&
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Student Publications will be interviewing
APRIL 2 - 6
for
Fall Semester "90
Production Assistants.
Apply at Student Employment,
460 Student Services Bldg.
Don't miss your chance
for hands-on experience!

1-800-777.0112 ST/1
212-986-9470
WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL ,

■VCT mtton cMck with tht coop offlc* tot • M-Unw co-op wltti u><

17 E 4501 St, Sute 805, Ne» tort. NY 10017
Part ol the wrlftn* STA *a*l NeMorti

the College of Musical Arts &
the BGSU Cultural Events Committee
present a concert with
jazz guitartist

STANLEY JORDAN
Saturday, April 7, 1990
8:00 p.m. in
Kobacker Hall
Tickets available at Kobacker Box Office Mon. - Fri. 12:00 pm to
6:00 pm, also at Finder's Records and Boogie Records.
Tickets s15.50, s12.50, and s9.50 (s2.50 discount for students
with valid BGSU I.D.) Call UAO for more details at 372-2343.

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• ATTENTION VANISH CLUB"
To«l» » Food Nlohll
TmgalaooMda!
9:00 107 Henna Hal
Questions cal 352-2291

LOST yeftow spiral notebook
I Great ideas Can 372-8027 If found
$10 00 REWARD
Woman'a watch lound on Wed March 24th m
front of University Hal CM, describe and ITS
yours. Tom 372-6185. Leave a massage on
the machine ft we aren't home.

SERVICES OFFERED
-BGSUAMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
PLAI»»t*3 MEETING
TONIGHT AT 7:30
IN RM 303 HAYES
EVERYONE WELCOMEI

CENTER FOR CHOICE II

PERSONALS

SORORITY

LOST & FOUND
FOUND ••Ciassnng
Describe a CWm.
Can Shan. 1-332-5220
LOST
I loat my Hack. kMther-bound loldar before
spring break and I'm In trouble it I do not find it
The contents include misc papers, a book ol
stamps. 8 smal yellow scratch pad ate
rl you find it PLEASEerther ca( Matt at
372-4341 or leave it in the BG News office in
West Hal Thank You

BEIJING
Taste of China
Gourmet Chmere
Restaurant
Mandarin Szeenuan
Cuisine

FALL

•"CHRISTY"Can you believe it. APRIL FOOL'S DAY is your
21 st birthday i" No more take IDs by the name
ofShety
BE GOOD and make sure there la no more
OOUBLE TROUBLE and keep the ICE CUBES
n the ice tray"
Love. Meggan and Lisa
•HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT MAJORS'
Become a leader-Be an officer
Al underclassmen entitled to run
Elections for HoepitalHy Management Society
Officers-Wed March 28th-7:30
More Information-See Meessa Bandy BA 369
2nd Annual FIJI Ultimate Fnsbee Classic
Sat. Aprl 7 11.00 AM
BGSU Intramural Fields
Featuring LOVESTREET
for info 372 8331

One roommate to share 3 bedroom house
w/AC for summer and/or 90-91 school year.
Cal Karen 352 0130

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Privets, coed, summer camp In Poeono
Mountains Northeeatern Pennsylvania. LoWkan, PO Box 23480. Kenlrworth, NJ 07033
(201)279-0990

Congratulations Psl Chi offlcera
President-Wendy Gradwhol
Vice Preeldent-Jodl Kempner
Treasurer-Kate Ruffing
Secretary- Keel Lives

A $23,000 a year |ob plus benefits US Mai
(obs. your area. Anyone can quality (219)
836 3434 ext 1409. Cal 7 days. 8:00 am •
kSOOpm

Good home needed
tor year ok), very loving
black, white and grey
male tiger cat
Housebroken and handsome
Cal 352-6353 after five or
372-8202 during weekday

AQD'Roee'AQD
CONGRATULATIONS
on your lavaUering to Gary-Phi Pal at Toledo!
We are ao happy tor you I
Love, Donna. Almee a Beth

Alpha XI Dena'Kappa Skjme
3rd Annual
Tr Icy els Races
Saturday March 31 at
Alpha XI Delia -Kappa Sigma

Need Part Time Income? Need a Scholarship?
Need a Grant? We Can Help'Free Info
1-80O-USA-1221 ext 1090
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT Waiters. Waitresses. Bartenders. Quasars
Tangtewood
Country Out). 8746 Tangtewood Ttal. Chagrin
Fats. O 44022 (Bambrtdge Twp) Apply In
person, send lor application, or cal 543-7010.

A FREE GIFT FOR JUST CALLING. PLUS UP
TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS.
Student groups, frats, and sororities needed tor
markoting protect on campus. For derails plua
your FREE GIFT. Group officers call
1-800-766-8472 Ext 50
AIRLINES NOW HIRING! FLIGHT ATTENDANTS, MANY OTHER POSITIONS!
$17,500 $58,240 Cal 802-838-8685 Ext
X-4244
Applications are being accepted
for
SUMMER 1990 BG NEWS EDITOR
FALL 1990 BQ NEWS EDITOR
1990-91 GAVEL EDITOR
1991 KEY EDITOR
1990-91 MISCELLANY EDITOR
1990-91 OBSIDIAN EDITOR
Appllcailons may be obtained at
The BG NEWS office. 214 Weal Hall.
Deadline Thurs., April 12, 5pm.

June 24- Aug 3(6wks)
A pre-coiege preparatory program lor Ngh
school students Employment svaffable as:
Tutor/Counselor
Residential Minimum sophomore classification
Four Positions
Instructors
High school math. English, social aturjtes. science. Non-residential Bachelor's degree required Salary negotiable
Apptcattona available at
301 Hayes Hal DearHne Aprtl 2

5 bdrm 6 parson house 12 month lease Mey
9QMay91'Cal352 1564. 9 5ot353-8811
Available ■ House lor 4. Summer, doss to campus on Ridge. Rent $140 negotiable
354-7031 Kim.
BIG is BETTER!
Rockledge Manor Aprs
2 bdrm. 2 bathe w/raahwaahars
Cal today to take a took!
RE. MANAGEMENT 352-9302

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
• 34 Scott Ha mltton
2 bedroom, 1 story
Private entrances
waaherfdryar hookups
NEWLOVE RENTALS
329 S. Main ■ 352-5820

WANTED!
BGSU'S most qualified students aa
ADVERTISING SALES REPS.
for
THE BG NEWS
it you are aeH motivated,
reeutta oriented, you have the potential
to be one of the highest paid students
on campus Open to ell major t. Must have
own car. Appllcailons ft |ob descriptions
• .alls Die 214 West Hall. Deadline 416190.

ATTENTION EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY!
Assemble products at home Details (1)
802-838-8885 E»t W 4244

FOR SALE

How do 17,000 students get caught in the
act?

ATTENTION
EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME' 32.000 yr income potential Details.
[1) 602-838-8885 Ext T-4244
ATTENTION EARN MONEY WATCHING TV!
$32.000/yr income potential
Dstsils:
602-838 8885 ExlTV4244

PICTURE PLACE
FREE DOUBLES
FREE DOUBLES
FREE DOUBLES
IN THE UNION

You asked for Iti
Stop picking up worms. I'D see you at Dimers
Love.'86

SORORITY FALL RUSH
INFORMATION NIGHT
TONIGHT * March 29
9:15 Union Town Suite
For more information cal
Ann Brogen at 372-2534

Bartenders & waitresses needed. Outgoing,
friendly personalty Fun place to work Start
Immed. We wil tram. Apply m person Wed..
Thurs. or Fr). Garners Lounge. 893 S. Man.
BE ON T V many needed lor commerciele
Now hirng al ages For casting Into Cal (816)
779-7111 Ext T-911
CRUISE SHIPS Now hiring al positions Both
skilled and unskilled For information Cal (61 5)
779-5507 Ext H-210
Esm$S.000 -15,000 this summer
running your own business. T.A.S.P.
International Management Services.
Branch Management positions available
across Michigan S Ohio, particularty In
the Toledo & Cofumbue arses
Call Gregg Marians at
1-800-543-3792
Earn up to $4000 for summer job In Ice cream
parlor In Put-In-Bay. Flexible hours, Its*
housing on Island. Contact Sally Stevens
419-894-1927 or 2817 SL Rt. 97. Lexington.
Ohio 44904.

SPRING BREAK
PICTURE PLACE
FREE DOUBLES
NEXT DAY SERVICE
STOP BY THE UNION

DZ Barb Qroth. my singing duo
AXO Mfehele Stockier, my rap partner
AOTT Tracy Maneage my mexican companion
How can we ever forget Help. TEda, Mexico,
Mr Smith , DO men from OU ft many other
memories?! I love you guys! Let's PADRE again
soonl
Love, Steph
ZBT-ALPHAPHI
Bob. Ferris, Flap, Simeon, Tent. Ten. Tom H .
and Tom
You guys were so much fun! By the way did
anyone else turn green?
J*

EBSCO Telephone Service now hiring. Secure
summer position by working now Learn s marketable skll a make money Flexible part-time ft
lul-time hours available (15 hours rrawnum.)
Guaranteed hourly wage plus daffy bonus
based on sales. Year round employment. Join
the fun. After 4pm for applications mtsrvtswe
held from 4:15-5:16. Cal lor an appointment
353 8662 113 N Mam St (next to David's
Del)
ENERGETIC COUNSELORS
Male counselors needed et smal
co-ed camp m Adirondack* of
upstate NY. near Montreal
Swing. Windsurfing
WSI. TENNIS. Heat sports.
fur-ng. trips and more'
1-800-359-3866

1.6 cubic foot dorm refrigerator
$60 00. negotiable
353-4737. leave message
1976 Ford Thunderbird
Nice car. weft taken cars ol $1200. Cal
669-4413 after 6:00 PM

I ouvain !
Thinking about o solid training in philosophy? Leuven offers
graduate and undergraduate programs in English. Write
for more information, or ask your deportment-chairperson...
Katholieke
^n.
Universileit
/ulA
Leuvsn
Institute of Philosophy

fuj I

Kardmool Mercierplein 2
b-3000 Leuven
Belgium

ATTENTION!
Student Publications wil be Interviewing APRIL 2-i for Production
Assistants

* fiJS,/
*■"

Apply st Student Employ-

DON'T BE A FOOL
KEEP COOL
IN OUR POOLS
WINTHROP TERRACE ARTS.
362-9135
Downtown houss for summer, room for 3 or 4.
cal 354-6450
DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE SPECIAL
1 bedrm 1345. Heel Incl.
Lrg. Efftc. 1280. Heat Incl.
Now you can afford your own apt.
These spacious apta feature:
•Heat ft water incl.
•Fumlehed
• Convenient to eampue
RE MANAGEMENT

352-9102
Georgetown Manor Apia
900 - Third Street
1 bdrm ft 2 bdrm units;
fully furnished; A.C.
Now lee sing for 1990-1991,
and summer 1990.
Convenient - A res sons ble.
Call 352-4M9 5pm-1 Opm
HELP!
1 need to subtee my apartment for the aummer.
It's cute. cozy, dose to campus ft the cheapest
efficiency around! Cal 353-9940 evea
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. fum./unfurn
AC. aa tow aa
$440/mo Heat Included rates available Ph.
3546036

ATTENTION
GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100 Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes.
Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide
1 602-838-6685 EXT A4244

Preferred Properties is now leasing for aummer
and !al Piedmont apartments and many of our
other Ratings are available! Al residents receive
s membership to Cherrywood Health Spa Cal
352-9378

AUTO AUCTION ■ OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from
$100 Corvettes, Chevys, Porsches, end other
confiscated properties For inlo Cal (616)
779-7111 Ext R-177
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4 X 4 s Seized m
drug raids for under $ 100 00? Cal for tacts today 605-644-9533 Dept 299
Couch m excel cond 9ft long by 3ft. wide
Corrrtortabkt Makes s great bed. $100. Cal
Jon at 353-6033 or leave meaeage
372-2181
Four piece drum set for $250 00 or best offer.
Cal 891-0516. ask for Chris
Nintendo game with "Wreatle Mania'' cartridge.
Only used twice - 3 months old Make offer.
352 4216.
RACING BIKE
12 speed. Suntour. 2000 Accuehtft, Index
shifting, Die-compe brakes, dual water bottle
mounts, arsys nma 1989 Giant/130 00
372-1661
Stereo components. Onkyo 30 watt rsgrtal
recerver-$175 Kenwood double cassette deck
$200, Pioneer CD P»ver-$150. two AR 18
speakers-$100. two Advent bookshelf
epeekers-$150
Panasonic playback VHS
VCR $50. stereo cabinet/glass doors $40
Cal Tom 4 00 PM 353-6971
VCR$195 King sized water bed $170 or best
others For more inlo cal 353-61 80

• • S ft V RENTALS ' •
1 ft 2 bdrm. acts aval.
9 ft 12 mo leases Cal 362-7464

Graphic Desisn &
UCT* m»Jors

DO YOU HAVE MORE
FEET THAN FIT IN YOUR
SQUARE FOOTAGE?
YEST
Folow 3 Easy Stsps To A
PLACE with more SPACE:
1. Cat Today-352-9302
2 Find out how to get BIG
apace for the beet $$$
3 Choose your 2 bdrm 2 bath apt
A move your FEET to our STREET!
ROCKLEDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
840/850 Sixth Street

1988 Buick Sommereet
Excellent Condition Loaded $5,500
354-1207

FOR RENT

Philosophy ?

DESPERATELY need 2 people to sublease
spacious 1 bdrm. house that summer. Very
race Across from csmpus. Al utl. kid. except
ektc 353-4982 or 354-8812.

352-9302
Walt staff, hostess, bartenders
Now hiring for 1990 Summer Season
Help needed for al shifts
Island Houss Hotel-Port Clinton, OH
1-600-233-7307

How do 17,000 students get caught In the
act?

To:

THE CLOSING OF THE AMERICAN MIND?
That's what one writer called it, referring to
modern American universities.
Fight back!
Open your trend with GREAT IDEAS (A t S
200)1
Ws Iry to help with
Reading• from the Greet Books
Small discussion-oriented classes
Writing assignments that
encourage your Idea ■
Find out whet an education Is an aboutl

1616 E. Wooster St.
Greenwood Center 352-9153

4 bdrm. house. Large living room Ctoee to
csmpus. Avsllsbls Summer end Fall.
362 5475.

Toledo companies seeking marketing students for pert-time starting Fall 1tt0 EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES!! Call the Coop Office at 372-2411 or atop by 239 Admin. BkJg.

Hew do 17.000 students get caught In the
act?

Akin Cantora. Director, Kent May 4 Center wil
apeak on "Student Activism From the 60s to
the 90'9" on Tuesday Aprl 3 at 7:30pm.. 121
West Hal Al are welcome Sponsored by
PSO. Social Justice Comm and G S S

Daily Luncheon Special
Cam/Out

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUU8. SUMMER OR FALL.
CALL TOM 352-4971 DAYS OR 352-1900 EVE
AWKtaaPB.

Summer Sa lea 1 Marketing mtem
for wholesale beverage distributor m Loraln,
Ottawa, Erie, Huron counties. Must have own
ear, rets, req'd. Bend letter or resume to:
Pool. B, PO Box 122, Loraln, OH 44082.

We're looking tor aggressive college students
to market new brie ol swxnsults and evening
wear Good extra income. Cal TODAY (613)
777-1188.

sT!

Adoption. Happsty married couple of 14 veers.
We promlee your child a loving home and financial security Devoted, stay home mom. Caring
dad and one big sister Al medical an d legal
expense* paM Cal coeect 1 -822-9288

Coektan-PoVnesiin Drink

12 irontn lessee available Mey 15. 1990
600 5th St • 2 Br house $450 00 ft utl
424 1/2 S Summfl-etflc apt $196 ft utu
426 S Summit ■ 2 Br apt $345 00 ft uw
Steve Smith 362-6917

Summer Kitchen Help'
Cooks, no exp needed, but helpful - wB own
Must be 18 ft over Send resume to: Casino,
PO Box 13. Keesys Island. OH 43436

ATTENTION HIRINQi CRUISE SHIP. CASINO.
HOTEL JOBS' FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Details 602 838 6865 Ext Y 4244

RACHEL KITTLESON
Congratulations on being elected Vicepresident of Graduate Student Senate
Good luck from Alpha Phi Omega

2nd Annual FIJI Ultimate Fnsbee Classic
Sat. April 7 1 1 00 AM
BGSU Intramural Fields
Featunng LOVESTREET
for irrlo 372-8331

Want to learn more about Sports Nutrttton?
A rep from Roes Laboratories wil be on campus
March 26 at 7.30 in the third floor Unton. Campus Room To speak on athletes and nutrition

354 5928'354 6646

CHEERLEADER TRYOUTSI
LAST INFORMATIONAL MEETINQ
WILL BE HELD TONIOHT!
8P.M. 1007BABLDG
GUYS ARE WELCOME I

GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
16% off al non-prescription sunglasses
at Ore Seattle & Archer. Inc.
1022 N Prospect
Serengetl • Porsche
Ray Ban • Vuamet
Carrera ■ Flourescents

RUSH INFORMATION
NIGHT
March 211 29
9:1 > Union Town Suite
For more information cal
Ann Broganal 372-2534

STUDENT ACTIVISM From the 60s to the
90s with Alan Cantors Director. Kent May 4
Center Tues April 3. 7:30 p.m. 121 West
Hal
' Soon by PSO. Social Justice Cornm.G.SS
* Al are Welcome '

Looking for a mate roommate'' $150/mo. utu
paid Close to campus Aval immed Cal

$10003 weekly stuffing envelopes Send selladdressed stamp envelope to Malche Associates 4431 Letsgh Rd. Suite 236, Coaege Park,
Maryland 20740

DZ * D2 * DZ * DZ
Delta Zeta VIZ Appreciation Week
March 27-30
DZ * DZ • DZ • DZ

Typing 1 35 per page 354-0371

Also, anyone who Is Interested inWHTTE
WATER RAFTING the weekend ol April 20-22.
please try to attend the meehng
8:00 Wednesday R. 200 Hayes

HELP.
I need 1 fmle to aubleaae apartment for summer
with 3 other fmles very close & nice, also cheap
[S103 75 plus dap plus efec) 354-7925 sves,
leave message
^^^

LIFEGUARDS
Get your summer job sned up now'
Lifeguards al shifts - $4 50/hr
If interested, contact
JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT
3392 SR 82
Mantua. Ohio 44255
(near See World of Otvo)

UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM

Need a caring reeponae
to your pregnancy concerns?
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at354-HOPE
For Info on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services

■OSU SKI CLUt
Attention to al CHEST BUTTE skiers Your refunds are in. come by an pick them up

2 nonsmoking females lor 4th St. Apt. for next
semester school yr $120amonth plus uttuee.
Cal 353 9336. ask lor Kety

HELP WANTED

BRATMAUS
Now 19 Sorer
No cover

Leader in EDITING SERVICES lor
Theses. Books. Articles. Reports
• RESUMES. Composed ft Laser Printed'
State-of-the-art WORD PROCESSING
Versatile. All-Ph D Staff
KOflREKTSERVrCE Col 352-8744

Attention
Young Men of Black AKance
Meeting TONIGHT 7 30 PM 2nd Floor
Student Services Refreenment*.1 speaker

2 female roommates needed F/S '00-91 Haven House Cat sooni Debbie 372-4492
Almee 372 1068

WANTED-WANTED-1 or 2 Female roommates
for aummer HOUSE on 3rd and S Coeege, tuty
finished Cal anytime 353-8043. ask for Uz.

IRATHAUS
Now19»over
No cover

* Abortions thru 17 weeks
• Morning after treatment
All personal and private
Proud to be Pro-Choice
16 N. Huron St, Toledo OH
1-255-7769

Altantlon
Young Man ol Black Aianca
Maatmg TONIOHT 7 30 PM 2nd Floor
Studant Sarvlcaa. Retreehmenta'epeeker

CHEERLEADER TRYOUTSI
LAST INFORMATIONAL MEETING
WILL BE HELD TONIGHT I
8PM. 1007BABLDG
GUYS ARE WELCOME'

ATTENTION ALL SORORITY
PLEDGE EDUCATORS
Don't Forget'I
MD TV Nile Out
Tonight, Wed 28th. 6:30 PM
Meet at PteaneeOs for food »funll
IRATHAUS
Now 19 I over
No cover

Attantton
Young Man ol Buck ABance
Meetmg TONIGHT 7 30 PM 2nd Floor
Student Services Refrsshments/speeker

CAMPUS DEMOCRATS
Meeting this Thursday at 4 30* Faculty Room
on the second floor ol the Union Come kMn usl

1 non-smoking temele to sublease 4th St apt,
for aummer $117 a month ft utBMll. Cal
353 9336. ask for Kely

UrUOrephtcs
211 West Hal
372-7418

Altantlon
Young Man ol Black Alienee
Mooshg TONIGHT 7 30 PM 2nd Floor
Student Servlcee. Relreahmenta'apeaker

Bowling Green State University wil be holding a
PuMc Auction ol bicycles on Tuesday. April
10, 1990 These bicycles have been abandoned and have been in the custody of Pubac
Safety If you beeeve your bicycle could be
among those to be auctioned, bring proof of
ownership and a fu* description of your bicycle
to the University PoaCe Department on Tuesday March 27; Wednesday. March 26; and
Thursday. March 29 between the hours of
3:00pm and 5 00pm

Attention
Young Men of Black Alienee
Meeting TONIGHT 7:30PM 2nd Floor
Student Services Refreshments speaker

Attention
Young Men of Black AJIancc
Meeting TONIGHT 7 30PM 2nd Floor
Student Sertvee Refreshments/speaker

Oueaty typeset or
laser Imageset
from your typewritten copy Of
compatible Macintosh program
$15 lor one page
Don't put it off any longer1

A.M.A.
Advertising Meeting
Thuraday. March 29
5:30 Rffl 1000 BAA
Bathers!'

ATTENTION PStCHUUPA
Midterm Munch-s Party on March 29th
In Psych Lounge
Questions call Michele at 354683

WANTED

Attention
Young Men of Black ABance
Meeting TONIGHT 7 30PM 2nd floor
Student Servtcee Ftefreahments/spssker

RESUMES

•ETHNIC STUOIES ASSOCIATIONComa and see what ware elacouti
Every Wednesday <341 EOoc BMg )
730pm
An organization to celebrate
cultural dtveralty.
•EVERYONE WELCOME!'

Attention
Young Men of Black AJamce
MaeWig TONIGHT 7 30PM 2nd Floor
Student Services Refreshments/speaker

"CARIBBEAN CRWSt"
Register today
R E Management
SOSCIoughSt B1S
Apta. for aummer ft fal
eta available

352-9302

2 bdrm apt available for aummer only Central
arr Located uptown very nice $400/mo. plus
uMBos 364-7032
STAY CLOSE!
Campus Manor Apts
• Free heet ft A/C
•Bafoorses
• Wast to campus A stores
•Fumlehed

Cal Today 35 2 9302
Sublsaas 1 bdrm apt for 8 months Summit
Terrace Apts. Can 8am-4pm. 352-8591; after
5pm. 354-5955
Subteeee May thru Aug 15. 1990. 2 bdrm
apt close to campus. Quiet 3rd fir Ab- cond ft
patio $200/mo plua eiec. Cal Jon 353 6033
or leave message at 3 7 2 • 2181
Summer rentals. Apartments, houses, and
rooms Cal Carly Rentals 352-7386
SUMMER RENTAL
2 PERSON APT ON E. REED TO BE SUBLEASED FROM MAY TO AUG CALL NOW!
364-6161.
SUMMER SUBLEA SEExceeent location, huge yard for berbequee and
pKnlcsl Fum . 2 bdrm Cal 353-6980
Two 2 bdrm. apts. fum. A unfurn. ■iiaBahla tor
Fal ft Spring 1990-91 Summer apartments
fum. A unfurn. also available VTeege Green
Apartments. Cal anytime 364-3533.
Two bdrm -4 parson apts BG APTS 818.
822 2nd St. 9 ft 12 mo teases. 362-7464
After 6pm ft wkende 823-7555
Very kuge 2 bdrm spt for summer sublease
doss to campus, furnished w/phone. Cal anytime 364-3568. up to 3-peraon occupancy.
WANT FUN LIVfNQTITIT
Campus Manor Apia.
605 dough St
Free Heet and Air Conditioning
9 mo tease
$896.00 mo
Summer!)
HE. MANAGEMENT
352-9302

ment. 460 Student Services Buedtng.

Fatman

by John Bolssy ' I QJlie firj Ntius: four amtrce for campus neuta
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' BG's Oldest and Finest Pizzeria

$1 OFF ANY PIZZA
Free Delivery
Expires 4-30-90

pEfeC*^

352-5166

Not valid with any other offer

